马可鲁 MA Kelu

ABOUT ARTIST

1954 Born in Shanghai
1960 Relocated with his Father in 1960 to Beijing

PERSON STATEMENT

"Ada" series is my latest achievement, in other words, it is my new phase, which can be
traced back to my original lithograph in the early 80's.It can be traced back to my abstract
ink writing in 80's, which also goes back to my "all over" the minimalism paintings in early
90's.It may also be linked to my daily practice in calligraphy, but not all these.

ART WORKS

The Bule Bone，200X270CM，Oil on Canvas, 2014

Ada No.3, 146x146CM, Oil on Canvas, 2016

Song Yan no.1, 200X200CM, Oil on Canvas, 2019

ZHU LAN

About Artist

Born in a painting family Beijing China, 1962.
1988-90 City University of Art Kyoto Japan Mural Department / Post-Graduate Program MFA
1979-1983 China People’s Leberation Army Academy of Art Beijing China Chinese Painting Faculty
BFA
Now live in Beijing and Montreal as a profession artist

Personal Statement

My most recent body of work combines my trademark explorations of abstraction and surface texture
with an innovative new splash of color. Most my work focused on varying degrees of black and white
expressionistic marks, which are now accompanied by a bold and striking use of color. Building on the
traditions of techniques learned through the study of painting in China and Japan, My latest paintings
fuse my trademark rhythmic tranquility with an almost violent and passionate streak. The result is
something elegantly experimental, as I merge serenity and fury. In discussing my work, I have
compared the act of painting to a personal spiritual exploration of the senses. With the new inclusion
of light color, this exploration takes on a new meaning to the viewer, as the bold color can signify
excitement, passion and perhaps more.

On a more formal level, the sight color blobs and slashes recall early Modernist painting and bring to
mind Western conventions, which mixed with Asian influences, create works that are true to my mixed
roots. 10 years ago, I stated that the aim was to continue to merge my international sources of
inspiration and to create work that reflects my Canadian influences and the artistic legacies of my
adopted homeland. This most recent series of paintings is a testament to that desire, as I have moved
on to a new level of expression, all hinging on this new and bold use of the light color.

I was trained at the China People’s Liberation Army Academy of Art in Beijing, China, BFA and holds
an MFA from the City University of Art in Kyoto Japan. My work has been included in numerous
exhibitions in North America, Europe and Asia. I was included in a prestigious exhibition of Canadian
art held at the Canadian Chamber of commerce in Hong Kong and was invited by China Fine Arts
Museum to participate in an exhibition. My work can be found in both public and private collections
internationally.

Art Works

Untitled, 138X138CM, Chinese Ink, 2018

Zhang Min (b. 1972, China)

About Artist

2000 B.F.A. Dept. of Ceramic Arts Design, The College of Arts, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China

Personal Statement

I always pay close attention to the nature, civilization, time and process. In the history of “Nature”,
human civilization is only a dust. However we got too much self-approbation to damage the nature
and create our civilization. The truth is we are always imitating the nature and never surpass.

The set of my work YUN YU SHAN SHUI, is a present of my recently thinking. An encounter with
nature, a place with natural oxygen, when you take a deep breath, the inner dust in your heart will be
taken away. When overlooking on the clouds, you will see the layers of peaks
and enjoy the special fine view. I tried to use the white porcelain in clean lines to express the artistic
conception of Chinese landscape ink and wash painting, create a relaxed and peaceful
atmosphere and convey the unique oriental aesthetic philosophy.

Overlooking on the clouds
Layer upon layer of peaks and knolls
Gorgeous landscape among clouds
Captivated to this enchanting scenery

Chinese landscape ink and wash painting has a long history of inheritance. The material and drawing
method it applied has an inheritance history of over a thousand years and owned a complete model. I
tried to use ceramic materials to break this inheritance. Chinese ink and wash painting pay attention
to the ink color and it says ink can be divided into 5 colors. This piece of work uses mainly white
porcelain to express the artistic conception of ink and wash painting, using the color white as black. I
use natural shape as the modeling elements and create different units of white porcelain. The
modeling is from the technique of drawing ink and wash, Cun, brush, dots, dye; the size
of modeling is corresponding the light and heavy, thick and pale of the ink color. The white
porcelain units are piling in uneven density with light and shade to apply the colors. And finally, the
light inverted image is reflected onto the white glass display case. Combination of the
white porcelain units like ink and wash painting to present the traditional twodimension landscape painting with three-dimensionalway. So the work is like a communication and a
thinking of traditional Chinese landscape ink and wash painting and contemporary
ceramics ink landscape.

___ Zhang Min

Art Works

Yun Yu Shan Shui, Irregular, Ceramics, 2018

Yun Yu Shan Shui, Irregular, Ceramics, 2018

Yun Yu Shan Shui, Irregular, Ceramics, 2018

Zhenhua Jin (b. 1979, China)

ABOUT ARTIST

2008 Master Degree, Seoul National University, Korea
2000 Bachelor of Tsinghua University, China
In 2008, he returned to China to establish an independent office. He has been engaged in ceramic art
creation and is now a member of IAC International Ceramic Society of UNESCO as a professional
artist.

PERSONAL STATEMENT

"Direction" series of creation concept
In life there are many variable cannot control the direction of choice. I use clay to represent the
direction of a qualitative feeling, like origami way, fold to fold to look for the different directions of the
possibility of extension, not repeat, the continuation of uninterrupted. And cannot be separated from,
in a shape of change not depart from it.

ART WORKS

Direction 1, 29X27X20CM , Ceramics, 2017

Direction 2, 29X27X20CM, Ceramics, 2017

Direction 3, 34X28X20CM, Ceramics, 2017

Direction 4, 35X24X20CM, Ceramics, 2017

Yang Yu

About Artist

1979 Born in Ulanhot in Inner Mongolia Province
2013 Graduated from Central Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA), M.F.A of Modern artistic expression of Chinese
painting and research on material
Member of the COLD INK art group, working and living in Beijing

Art Woks

Ink Painting - Divide Into Five Colors,110X150CM，2018

Ziyu Ge

About Artist

Born in Chuzhou in 1975, Graduated from Donghua University, Oil Painting Department. Advanced
studied in China Academy of Fine Arts, Calligraphy Department. Now works and lives in Beijing and
Wuxi.

Personal Statment

You could tell the different between my work and other two dimensional works when you see the
piece itself. Two dimensional painting take place in the virtual space, uses colors, contrasts, lines
and shapes to mimic a virtual space. My works focuses on a secondary conversion of the two spaces,
transforming the reality space into a virtual space, create a space contain both reality and
virtuality; which one always contains the other.

Mimic the virtual space in reality space is a visual game and a counter example that truth is
multidimensional and has multiple possibilities. Personally, I care more about the meta-question of
visual sense: the self-sufficiency and self-discipline of color in spaces. This could related back to
the confusion in color learning in childhood; it is also about the urban survival in daily life. All
creation is determined by more than one particular factor, it is generated by the restriction and coacting force of many factors. While abstract form might seems unique, it still determined by a
variety of accurate data, which produce rhythm and movement. Even new terms like dark matter or
gravitational waves could not interpret its state of mind. Painting has become history, but the
combination of painting and space has create new history. Constantly blurring the boundaries
between the two spaces in order to achieve ultimate has become an interest of mine. Plane and
space are no longer a contradiction or confrontation; in my works, they both walk and live freely
between fantasy and actuality.

Reviews

Ge Ziyu’s work easily reminds us of the theory of spatial dimensions, some may simply determine
that his work is a continuation of Op Art-a creation of optical illusions. However, Ge sees his works
as a “same yet different”, it is the recognition of the universe in Taoism, that creates endless
changes by replicating the noumenon. While on one hand Ge’s works seem greatly
industrial, actualized by precise calculation; on the other hand the works were polished and
painted by artist’s own hands. Ge Ziyu well controls the dimension of space with his sense of
experience, and art creation has become a self-cultivation. Also, Ge was trying to break or blur the
boundary between the material space and the virtual space by refining the rules and attributions of
color in material space. In my opinion, Ge uses painting and materials to build a space
for “creations out of the blue”, committed to emphasize the relationship between the art works
and the audiences. The works also reflect Ge’s thoughts in visual problems.

Art Works

Space 13, Mixed Materials, 55X65CM, 2017

Space 11, Mixed Materials, 55X65CM, 2017

CHARLIE DUTTON

About Artist

Born in Stratford Upon Avon, UK in 1973 Charlie Dutton graduated from Central St Martin,
London; completing a BA (hons) in Fine Art and then a Postgraduate in Photography.
Charlie uses alternative photographic techniques and paint in his art practice and has exhibited in
various shows in UK and China.
He ran a successful Art gallery (Charlie Dutton Gallery) in Central London for 5 years exhibiting over
400 artists before moving to Beijing working on various curatorial projects.
Whilst China has provided his recent inspirations and attentions, his fundamental ideas are taken
from non-visual orientation, perception and touching, and the related constructs of
Phenomenology, such as human reactions to our surroundings and as he describes the "in-between
senses”. His works are abstract, layered and intelligent; “My interest concern the connections
between media, layers, texture and imperfections. I’d like the viewer to touch the work with their
eyes".
Materials and the process of making work are central to Charlie's objectives. Whilst in Beijing
Charlie has been developing new ideas with light sensitive materials such as Cyanotype,
Chemigrams and Photograms; “I’m interested in how the art becomes physical as well as a poetic
recorder for its surroundings. Cyanotype is UV sensitive paint which is exposed to the sun, so
automatically the work becomes a heterogeneous part of our environment, as with colour and
photosynthesis, or time and erosion in our landscape.”

Art Work

Descending with Virtual Memory Loss
oil and Acrylic on canvas
70X100CM

Tim Crowley

About Artist

Born in Yeovil, UK in 1972
Lives and works in Beijing
MA, Chelsea School of Art, UAL,London
PGCE, London College of Communication, UAL, London BA, University College London, London

Art Works

55° 51′ 39.3′′ N, 4° 15′ 5.16′′ W (2004-2019)
60 x 45 cm
Acrylic oil and spray on wood

